
ecological

KEY CONCERNS:
restoration // good connections+transitions 
// flood mitigation // erosion // pollution // 
sealevel rise // tidal flows // stormwater runoff
OPPORTUNITIES:

waterfront

An image of wetlands undergoing restoration in the Mississippi Gulf Coast.

1/ wetland restoration
The ability of wetlands to control erosion is so valuable that 

some states are restoring wetlands in coastal areas to buffer 

the storm surges from hurricanes and tropical storms. Wetland 

plants hold the soil in place with their roots, absorb the energy 

of waves, and break up the flow of stream or river currents.

2/ landward migration
This idea uses the idea of rolling easements that respond to the rise 

of the sea level.  Development continues moving inland, allowing 

wetlands to also retreat.

3/ removing redundant infrastructure
Development along the Back Bay of Biloxi has created redundant road 

systems which act as dams to the tidal flows of the bayous.  Some of 

these can be altered to allow for greater water flow, and some of these 

can be removed completely.

*/ important point:  Coastal lines and edges should be recognized as living objects.  Even 

without climate change, sea levels have been steadily rising, resulting in coastal erosion.  However, global warming 

has accelerated glacial and ice cap melt, contributing to a more rapid rise in sea levels.  Coasts have the ability to 

adapt to sea level rise.  Natural adaptations would include shifts in sand over time, the creation and/or evolution 

of dunes, and wetlands and other vegetation migrating further inland.  However, development along coasts and 

barrier islands has prohibited the natural adaptation of coasts. Environmental regulations provide only temporary 

relief, having been designed as if shorelines and sea level were stable.  This must be addressed in future plans.

A bridge that rises up as it crosses the water will not impede the 
flow of the water underneath it.  Bridges such as these should 
replace the existing ones in Biloxi that restrict tidal flows.

In the Landward Migration Scheme, development anticipates sea-
level rise, and moves in-land accordingly, allowing the shoreline to 
move in and maintain its ecology.
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